
The Backwards Game is a super silly 
party game played in teams. All of the 

questions and challenges are incredibly 
easy… if you do them forwards. 

However, in this game, EVERYTHING 
happens in reverse…

Each team has thirty seconds 
to whizz through as many 
backwards clues as possible, 
across five types of clue card. 

VS

At the start of a game, each team 
decides on a secret five letter word, for 
example    B R E A D w which they write 
BACKWARDS on their BACKWARDS BOARD 
and cover  up with five mystery cards.

After thirty seconds is up, the 
team score how many correct 
answers they got by ticking them 
off inside the circles on the 
BACKWARDS BOARD.

When a team ticks off  three  of 
the circles, they can try and 
guess a letter on the rival team’s 
BACKWARDS BOARD- ‘hangman’ 
style. If the letter they guess is in 
the other team’s word, that team 
must reveal it by removing the 
mystery card.

The winning team is the first to 
correctly guess the rival team’s 
s e c r e t w o r d , a n d s a y i t 
FORWARDS. If, however they make 
an incorrect guess, the opposing 
team can remove any mystery 
card from their opponent’s 
BACKWARDS BOARD they like.

GUESS THE ARTIST

time more one
baby me hit

way my it did I

you of shape

Britney Spears (Baby One More Time)

Frank Sinatra (My Way)

Ed Sheeran (Shape Of You)

spade

edaps

black

kcalb

lunch

hcnul

SPELL IT BACKWARDS
damn a give don't I, 

____ my frankly
dear

bee a like sting
_________ a like fly

butterfly

kid you at _______ 
here’s

looking

missing word
Which president calimed to have not 

had ‘sexual relations’ with Monica 

Lewinski?

In The Little Mermaid, Sebastian 

the crab sings about the benefits 

of living where?

Elmo, Oscar The Grouch and Big 

Bird all reside where?

clinton bill

sea the under

street sesame

TRIVIA

getting dressed

serving a tennis 
ace

dancing to YMCA

ACT IT BACKWARDS

There are five types of cards for players to take on. 

Doing each of these tasks forwards should be simple, but 
doing them backwards is a lot more challenging.  

Players select which card they’re going to play on their 
turn by rolling a dice… the sixth side gives them a free 
guess of a letter on their opponents BACKWARDS BOARD
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GUESS THE ARTIST

time more one
baby me hit

way my it did I

you of shape

Britney Spears (Baby One More Time)

Frank Sinatra (My Way)

Ed Sheeran (Shape Of You)

Which president calimed to have not 

had ‘sexual relations’ with Monica 

Lewinski?

In The Little Mermaid, Sebastian 

the crab sings about the benefits 

of living where?

Elmo, Oscar The Grouch and Big 

Bird all reside where?

clinton bill

sea the under

street sesame

TRIVIA

damn a give don't I, 

____ my frankly

dear

bee a like sting

_________ a like fly

butterfly

kid you at _______ 
here’s
looking

missing word

spade

edaps

black

kcalb

lunch

hcnul

SPELL IT BACKWARDS

getting dressed

serving a tennis 
ace

dancing to YMCA

ACT IT BACKWARDS

time more one 

baby me hit

Once a team has rolled the dice, the opposing team time 30 seconds 
on a phone stopwatch. In  this time, the team playing have to get 

through as many backwards clues as possible. 30
The player that rolled the dice stands 

up and reads the lyrics from a popular 
song backwards to the rest of their 

team- they must call out the name the 
artist. Each one the teams guesses 

correctly adds a point to their 
BACKWARDS BOARD

BRITNEY 

SPEARS!

The player that rolled the dice stands 
up and reads the trivia questions to 

their team. Each remaining player on 
the team must take it in turn to answer 
a question, and they have to give the 

answers BACKWARDS.

In The Little Mermaid, Sebastian  
The Crab sings about the benefits 

of living where?

SEA THE 

UNDER!

The player that rolled the dice stands 
up and reads the clue out loud using 

the word ‘BLANK’ where there is a gap. 
ANY member of the team can call out 
the missing word from the well known 

phrase to pick up a point.

bee a like sting  

_________ a like float

BUTTERFLY!

The player that rolled the dice stands 
up and reads the word to spell to their 

team. Each remaining player on the 
team must take it in turn to spell the 

word out loud BACKWARDS.
Spell: Lunch

HCNUL

The player that rolled the dice must ACT 
OUT the challenges on the card ‘charades 
style’- however, they must act all of them 
in REVERSE. ALL member of the team may 
call out to guess what the action  being 

performed is.

Every 30 seconds the teams swap rolls, with the team 
that has just played doing the stopwatch, and the other 
team rolling the dice and getting through as many clues 

as possible in their 30 seconds. 

Players in the team take it in turn to roll the dice and 
read the questions card at the start of each of their 

rounds.

Say hi to us at  
hello@format-games.com


